IDMONEY FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
IMPORTANT NOTICE: THE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS WHICH APPEAR HERE MAY
CONTAIN STATEMENTS OF WHAT IS EXPECTED AT THIS TIME AND IN THE FUTURE.
HOWEVER, THESE STATEMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO RISKS AND VARIATIONS THAT COULD
CAUSE ACTUAL RESULTS TO VARY FROM WHAT IS WRITTEN HERE. THE ANSWERS
PROVIDED DO NOT CONSTITUTE INVESTMENT ADVICE, LEGAL ADVICE OR ASSERTIONS,
BUT WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT THE IDMONEY PROJECT AND THE SALE OF
ITS TOKENS, (SCHEDULED TO BEGIN MARCH 16TH, 2018) ASSISTING IN YOUR DECISION
PURCHASE.

IDMONEY FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1.

WHAT IS IDMONEY?

IDMoney is the name of the project which we will further describe, the name of the Crypto
Token (IDM) launched to fund and drive this project and the name of the company (IDMoney
S.A.) which develops the project’s software.

2.

WHAT IS THE IDMONEY PROJECT?

The IDMoney Project has developed software built on blockchain technology which promotes
the fields of human development, crypto governance, and socioeconomic impact. The
IDMoney software, Money Making Wallet, empowers its users to exercise their fundamental
right of a virtual personality by managing their personal information, deciding who has
access to that information and under what terms that information can be used. By utilizing
the Money Making Wallet, users can manage personal information and generate profit
from their identity. They will be able to exchange personal data with government agencies,
financial institutions, marketing firms and other interested parties.
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Further, the IDMoney Project seeks to select three well-organized and advanced local
governments of the world which agree to participate in the project, and to which the
ownership of the software development company, IDMoney S.A., will be transferred at the
end of the project. With this, the IDMoney project will act as a case study on how the best
local governments can regulate, integrate and achieve symbiosis with the crypto community.
The IDM Project also aims to bring about a socioeconomic impact using two additional
project features. The first is the IDMoney Poverty Relief Program which will donate 20% of
created IDM tokens (7 million IDM) to selected local governments to be directly distributed,
free of charge, among poor persons of their municipality. The second is a software tool
(Poverty Relief Tool) which will be developed to coordinate the poverty relief programs of
selected local governments, and / or any other organization seeking to take advantage of
this tool.

3.

HOW IS OWNERSHIP TRANSFERRED TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS?

While the company IDMoney S.A. is currently privately directed, all shares held in escrow
will pass from a trust directly to three chosen local governments. Following the start of
the ICO, a process of selection will begin (no more than three years) in electing three
local governments suitable and dedicated to the furtherance of the vision. The delivery of
IDMoney S.A. shares to local governments is a donation. The three chosen local districts
would not have to pay for the shares but must agree to participate in the project and meet
the established criteria to receive the donation.

4. WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS, SERVICES, AND FEATURES OF
THE MAKING WALLET SOFTWARE?
The software developed by IDMoney S.A. is free software, and all who choose to implement
its use would form a “Human Development Network” that would have the following
components, services, and features:

SELF-SOVEREIGN-IDENTITY:
Users of this free software create for themselves a virtual personality and Self-Sovereign-
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Identity which gives them existence and functionality in the virtual world. The Money Making
Wallet Application which can be downloaded to mobile handsets allows that all information
(data, images, etc.) belongs to the user; the user governs their information, (their selfsovereign-identities). IDMoney S.A., nor the companies, governments or institutions which
may implement the software, nor any external entity may sell, use, reproduce, or share user
information without user authorization.
The principle of Self-Sovereign-Identity proposes that it is a fundamental human right to
have, or not to have, an identity which does not depend on any government or entity to exist.
It is, therefore, a virtual personality. The creators of the IDMoney Project (the Governance
Labs) have been proponents of the Fundamental Right to a Self-Sovereign Identity (virtual
personality) since 2004. On May 9, 2005, it was proposed as a constitutional amendment to
the Costa Rican Legislative Assembly (the Costa Rican Congress). Later Germany was the
first country to institute Self-Sovereign-Identity as a fundamental human right.

MONEY MAKING WALLET:
It is within the Money Making Wallet (MMW) software that users can exercise and manage
their self-sovereign identities. While the MMW functions as a traditional multi-currency
crypto wallet, it also allows users to store data and personal information in an encrypted
and secure way. Users can register all manner of personal information such as:
Name, sex, birthday, identification number, address, email addresses, telephone numbers,
etc. Names of parents and children, family composition, education, abilities, interests, job
title, needs (financial aid, home, work, study, courses, training, etc.) Properties, financial
assets (bank accounts, debit or credit cards, etc.) Health information, blood type, medical
treatments, allergies, organ donor.
Users can also store copies of relevant documents such as their identification, passport,
driver’s license, etc. within the wallet. The user determines what and with whom information
is shared within the application.

CREDIT IDENTITY THEFT PROTECTION:
A wide range of personal information may be entered, updated and traded across the
software but the MMW software also allows users to attach instructions and preferences
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to information for 3rd party entities to access. For instance, within the Credit Preferences
section of the application, a user may declare “Not seeking additional credit” and share
universally. A bank, lender or store chain that is part of the MMW Human Development
Network could check that users preferences (for a fee that is paid in part to the user) and
show themselves to be forward thinking and committed to client satisfaction and security.
Entities that are connected with the Human Development Network will be more reliable to
their clients and preferred for embracing the empowerment and freedoms promoted by the
software. Local governments which are chosen to implement this software would do well
to develop relationships and promote its integration within their communities, connecting
people, businesses, and governments to each other through the secure blockchain!

TITLE FRAUD PREVENTION:
Using this feature of the wallet, users can express their preferences or instructions about
each of their properties. Such as, whether they are available for sale, rent or mortgage.
Banks, car companies, lawyers or real estate agencies may review the information contained
in the Human Development Network to confirm owners, characteristics, and availability of
the property and in doing so prevent frauds.
A version of this service has had more than ten years of successful operation in Costa Rica.
For ten years Scotiabank has required the purchase of that service from each client who
mortgages property with them. This service would be migrated to the MMW blockchain
for operation in the IDMoney network. For more information, please see http://www.
propiedadsegura.cr/ and engage Google Web Translator.

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS FILTER:
Through the Money Making Wallet App users can define limits which will serve to filter the
transactions that financial entities may process over their financial assets (savings accounts,
credit/debit cards). For instance, limits may be set based on based on but not limited to the
following:
Amount (e.g., Do not process purchases greater than x amount)
Time (e.g., Only process purchases made from Monday to Friday between 8 am and 5 pm)
Country of Origin (e.g. Traveling to London May 6-16th 2019 Allow credit and debit
transactions)
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Transaction type (e.g., Only process university and bookstores purchases on this card) As
third-party entities access this information, they may process or reject transactions according
to client declarations. And again, as user preferences are requested the small fee associated
is shared 50% to the user and 50% to IDMoney.

POVERTY RELIEF TOOL:
IDMoney is a human and social project, so that along with the Money Making Wallet,
IDMoney will also develop a software component called “Poverty Relief Tool.” Specialized
for coordinating the poverty relief programs it will be utilized by the local government
institutions and other organizations that work in this arena. Among themselves, they will be
able to store, manage and share pertinent information in a secure way. Everything from the
people and families eligible to receive social, educational and economic assistance to the aid
granted. Within the tool they can track transactions, which person has received assistance,
amount and form given and by which agency to avoid duplication of work. The software
will also make it possible to distribute aid more equitably among those who need it, by
preventing the same individuals or families from receiving redundant help from different
institutions or organizations while others receive nothing.

POVERTY RELIEF PROGRAM:
An important part of this project is that IDMoney S.A. has allocated 20% of the IDM tokens
(7 million) for the Poverty Relief Program; this program consists of distributing those tokens
-when the software has been developed and participating local governments have been
chosen-, among the poor that would be selected and prepared by the local governments that
would participate in the project. This will be done in coordination with local governments
-and probably under supervision of local groups-, to maximize the impact of the program,
which seeks to reduce poverty.

5. IS THE POVERTY RELIEF TOOL AND MONEY MAKING WALLET
LINKED?
While the Poverty Relief Tool is independent of the Money Making Wallet, both components
can communicate. This tool will be able to read the data that users want to share: Personal
information, socioeconomic status of user/family and particularly needs expressed by the
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user, so that they are taken into account.

6.

HOW IS THIS PROJECT BEING DEVELOPED?

IDMoney is the first project being developed by a group of companies called the Crypto
Liberty Consortium. The companies which compile that group are as follows:

GOVERNANCE LABS
Governance Labs is the parent company of the group to which the founders belong. It is out
of the Governance Labs that the other companies were created to develop crypto projects
with specialization in governance and human development. At this time, Governance Labs
is wholly dedicated to creating, organizing and optimizing the Crypto Liberty Consortium
to develop the IDMoney Project. However, after IDMoney has been successfully developed,
Governance Labs will endeavor to execute a second project called “GlobalMoney,” which
expands the IDMoney prototype and takes it worldwide.

LEGAL LABS
Legal Labs will research legal developments, to maximize positive societal impact, like the
virtual personality fundamental right and the Free Software Act. LegalLabs also provides
legal services and consulting to all companies of the Crypto Liberty Consortium. LegalLabs
will offer its services to other projects in the future.
As the legal manager, Legal Labs will ensure a lawful and legitimate operation, following
AML (Anti-Money Laundering) and KYC (Know Your Client) protocols. Each registered
buyer with IDMoney will be evaluated according to global standards, ensuring funds are
generated legally and that buyers are not from countries where the sale of IDMoney tokens
is not permitted.

CRYPTOLAND.TV
CryptoLand.TV will serve as an information, education and entertainment center for
everything related to the crypto community. Cryptoland.TV operates as the media leg of
the Crypto Liberty Consortium and is a multi-platform site that will use interviews, news
articles, video series, movies, shorts, testimonials and more to engage audiences. The first
series produced by the Cryptoland.TV team will use an original manga animation which will
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follow cryptocurrency characters as they rise and fall in an ever-evolving virtual world.

IDMONEY S.A.
IDMoney S.A. is the company that is developing the project software. IDMoney S.A. shares
will be held in escrow. Later, all shares will be transferred and shared between the three local
governments which accept project participation. This will occur after the project’s software
is fully developed, approximately three years after the start of the ICO.
A fifth company is also being created to provide management and financial advice within
the group companies; this includes advising the employees and founders of the project in
the management of their investments in crypto tokens.

7.

WHERE WAS IDMONEY ESTABLISHED?

All these companies are established in Costa Rica and are subject to its laws. Each of the
Crypto Liberty Consortium companies is privately owned. Only IDMoney S.A. which will
have total ownership transferred to three chosen global local governments or municipalities.

8. WILL THE IDMONEY SOFTWARE BE RELEASED ON PRIVATE,
OPEN OR FREE SOFTWARE LICENSE?
IDMoney’s software will be released under Free Software License. Anyone will have the right
to copy, improve, publish, distribute, implement and use it in any way; not just IDMoney S.A.
or the local governments. In fact, the Crypto Liberty Consortium plans to use and modify
software developed in the IDMoney Project for future implementation on a global level.

9. WHAT ROLE
IMPLEMENTATION?

WILL

IDMONEY

PLAY

IN

SOFTWARE

The IDMoney Project will develop a governance model as well as software but will not be
responsible for its implementation. After the software is designed and IDMoney shares are
transferred to the final owners; three dedicated local governments and they will be tasked
with the integration and implementation of the software. As the shareholders of IDMoney
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S.A., the decisions and responsibility will lie with these three local governments. They could
choose to implement the software together under IDMoney as a company, implement
separately or not at all. Ultimately, however, in selecting participating local governments
it will be those that embrace the project and can appreciate the obvious benefits it has to
offer who will be given the donation.

10. WHAT ARE IDMONEY TOKENS (IDM)?
IDM tokens are ERC-20 compatible tokens distributed on the Ethereum blockchain under a
related ERC-20 smart contract.

11. WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES, FEATURES, AND USES OF THE
IDMONEY (IDM) TOKENS?
The main purposes of the IDMoney tokens are:
a. The generating of funds to further build and develop the IDMoney Project.
b. The donation of 20% (7 million) of IDM tokens to finance the IDMoney Poverty Relief
Program; A program which will consist of distributing IDM tokens among persons selected
by participating local governments to directly impact livelihood and economic situations.
c. Of the 35 million IDM total tokens, 18% (6.3 million) of IDM tokens will be used as a reward
for the founders and collaborators of the project.
The IDMoney project is not responsible for software implementation, therefore token
holders should not wait for the tokens to give right of use of any platform and / or the
services. Further, possessing IDM tokens does not imply ownership of IDMoney S.A shares.
Nor does possessing IDM tokens give voting rights in project decision making. (Exception:
Token holders may vote in the selection of the final three municipalities that will participate
in the project).
The IDM tokens do not carry expressed or implied rights, uses, purposes, attributes,
functionalities or features. This includes, but is not limited to, uses, purposes, attributes,
functionalities or features on implemented software, by anybody, to constitute a platform
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of service, Human Development Network, or in any of the companies of the Governance
Group.

12. WILL THERE BE ANY BENEFITS FOR THE FOUNDERS OF THE
PROJECT?
Of the total 35 million IDM tokens that will be created on March 16th, 2018, a total of 18% or
6.3 million IDM tokens, are attributed to the founders of the project at Governance Labs as
a reward for their work. The founders of the project will receive the IDM tokens, but will not
be able to sell them immediately as a third of the IDM sent to the founders will be vested for
one year, a third for two years, and a third for three years as a demonstration of founders
confidence in the project.

13. HOW WOULD LOCAL GOVERNMENTS BENEFIT FROM THE
IDMONEY PROJECT AND SHARE DONATION?
To begin these local governments will receive a free software and governance model which
would have benefitted from three years of dedicated development, earnest growth, strong
marketing and continued improvements.
Further, there is a clear and defined socioeconomic component to the project. 7 million
IDM tokens (20% of the total tokens) are a dedicated donation toward poverty reduction,
this will directly impact the communities involved giving a significant boost to the local
economy. By embracing crypto technology and working to promote its use and educate
their communities, local municipalities will enable the poor to create wealth for themselves
and elevate persons from a place of poverty to a position of empowerment and education.
Local governments would also benefit from receiving the Poverty Relief Tool software to
coordinate inter-organizational poverty alleviation programs, achieving maximum efficiency
in the distribution of the aid they provide.
The Money Making Wallet software they receive would provide services and increased
confidence to individual users and business entities alike, not to mention generates money
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for the user and the service platform.
Using NFC technology within the Money Making Wallet will also help local governments to
stimulate trade, by allowing businesses to receive payments in cryptocurrencies. The NFC
technology would allow wireless payment processing by simply bringing the mobile, with
the Money Making Wallet active, to the point of sale system.
Local governments will show themselves as visionary and progressive in all the ways
mentioned above, but also in supporting the Fundamental Human Right to a Self-Sovereign
Identity (virtual personality) which many world organizations would consider essential.

14. BASED ON WHAT CRITERIA WILL LOCAL GOVERNMENTS BE
CHOSEN?
It would be required that there be established legislation for the use of crypto tokens.
We would also target countries whose local governments have established poverty relief
programs. A high technological infrastructure to operate the platform is also important
as well as a population that has access to smartphone devices, as users need to run the
application. We will also be targeting those with an ability to integrate services, local
institutions, and so on with the platform. We want to offer this software to a local government
dedicated to incorporating government institutions, businesses, and citizens to this new
way of interacting with each other. Ultimately, IDMoney wants to engage highly organized
local governments who carry great projection both nationally and internationally, to better
market and communicate their progress and success of implementation.

15. HOW WILL THE SEARCH FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS BE
CARRIED OUT?
Shortly after the IDM tokens sale begins, an ‘Ambassadors Program’ will be launched. The
objective of this program is to look for and select the local governments which meet the
criteria, want to participate in the project, receive the donation of IDMoney S.A. shares, and
intend to implement the developed software.
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The ambassadors are volunteers tasked with contacting local governments from different
countries of the world, to whom they will present the IDMoney Project, with the collaboration
and support of IDMoney S.A. The ambassadors who finalize the contract with an eligible
local government will receive a significant reward of 100,000 IDM and 400 Ethereum (ETH)
tokens for each local government selected.

16. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IDMONEY AND
GLOBALMONEY?
IDMoney is the precursor for the GlobalMoney Project. GlobalMoney will expand on the
efficient governance model established by the three local governments which will run
IDMoney as well as offer software that has been fine-tuned, improved upon and perfected
to a wider global government community wanting to enjoy the same benefits which would
have been evidenced in the IDMoney model. IDMoney will become the property of the
three local municipalities and no longer be part of the Crypto Liberty Consortium. However,
should they choose, local governments may continue to count on the collaboration and
support of the Crypto Liberty Consortium.
FAQs on the sale of IDM tokens.

17. WHAT IS THE NAME OF IDMONEY PROJECT´S TOKEN AND
WHAT ARE ITS ACRONYMS?
The token name is IDMoney and its acronym is IDM.

18. WILL THERE BE A PRESALE? WHEN WILL IT BEGIN AND END?
Yes, there will be a presale of IDM token. The presale will begin on June 1st, 2018 at 11:00 AM
(GMT -6, Costa Rica´s local time). The presale will end when the proffered one million IDM
tokens have been sold.
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19. WHAT IS THE IDM TOKEN PRICE DURING THE PRESALE? WILL
THERE BE A PRESALE DISCOUNT?
The price per IDM token will be the equivalent of USD 0.75, but it must be paid with Ethereum
(ETH) ONLY. During the pre-sale, bonuses will be given as follows:
We will sell 1 million tokens in consecutive batches of 100 thousand units.
BATCH 1 - 90% BONUS
BATCH 2 - 80% BONUS
BATCH 3 - 70% BONUS
BATCH 4 - 60% BONUS
BATCH 5 - 50% BONUS
BATCH 6 - 40% BONUS
BATCH 7 - 30% BONUS
BATCH 8 - 20% BONUS
BATCH 9 - 10% BONUS
BATCH 10 - 10% BONUS

20. WHEN WILL THE OFFICIAL ICO SALE BEGIN?
The ICO sale will begin the instant the presale ends. Therefore there is no specific date and
time.

21. WHAT WILL BE THE ICO PRICE AND WILL THERE BE OFFERED
DISCOUNTS OR BONUSES DURING THE SALE?
The price of each IDM token during the sale will be the equivalent to $0.75 per IDM. The
price is fixed for the entire presale and sale periods. There are no discounts or bonuses
planned for the sale.
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22. HOW MANY IDM TOKENS WILL BE FOR SALE?
Of the 35 million IDM tokens created, 6.3 million IDM (18%) will be sent to Governance Labs,
as compensation for the founders and collaborators of the project, and 7 million IDM (20%)
will be donated for the IDMoney Poverty Relief Program. Therefore, a maximum of 21.7
million IDM will sold. Of the 21.7 million tokens that will go on sale, one million will be sold
during the pre-sale.

23. WHEN WILL THE SALE END?
The sale does not end at a specific time; it will end when all IDM tokens are sold at IDMoney
S.A.

24. WHAT CURRENCIES AND/OR TOKENS WILL BE ACCEPTED
DURING THE PRESALE AND SALE OF IDMONEY TOKENS?
Only Ethereum (ETH) will be accepted for buying IDM tokens in our platform. The price per
IDM is the equivalent to US $0.75, but must be paid using ETH tokens.

25. WILL THERE BE RESTRICTIONS ON IDM PRESALE AND SALE?
Yes, there will be the following restrictions:
Based on legislative restrictions prohibiting the sale of tokens and difficulties in obtaining
authorization to sell tokens, IDMoney will not sell tokens to a person/company of any
nationality that is buying from the USA or China, as IDMoney does not have the authorization.
Additionally, IDMoney cannot sell to a company or person who is a national of a restricted
country, even if the person is buying from a country without restrictions.
Currently the list of countries where there are restrictions for selling IDM tokens are: United
States of America and China. More countries may enter the list if restrictions are applied.
Countries may also be excluded from the list if restrictions are dropped or when IDMoney
gets authorization to sell tokens there.
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Another applied restriction is that IDMoney will not sell tokens to persons or companies
linked to money laundering or terrorism.
To implement the restrictions a white listing process has been established, includes the
“Know Your Client” (KYC) and “Anti-Money Laundering” (AML) forms. The process begins
when the interested party enters the IDMoney platform to buy tokens. There, the buyer
must complete a registration form, and send the funds to purchase tokens (the minimum is
1 ETH). At this point, IDMoney initiates the white listing process. Those who do not pass the
evaluation will not be refunded the cost of the white list process (1 ETH). But for those who
pass the evaluation, the cost of the process will be recognized as part of the payment for
the purchase of IDM tokens. Those that are approved, will receive the equivalent of 1 ETH in
IDMoney tokens.
To buy IDM tokens buyers must be of legal age.
The minimum quantity of IDM tokens to sell in a transaction, is the equivalent to one ETH.
The maximum quantity to be sold to a single person is one million IDM tokens. Nobody can
buy more than one million IDM, either in a single purchase or several.
All these restrictions apply for the presale and sale.

26. WHERE AND HOW CAN IDM TOKENS BE PURCHASED DURING
THE PRESALE AND SALE PERIODS?
The IDMoney site is IDMoney.io There you can find a plethora of useful information about the
project, the presale and sale, news and even educational videos produced by CryptoLand.
tv. As soon as the presale begins, you will find a link on the site allowing you to participate.
From the IDMoney site, those interested buying tokens will select the purchase link and be
directed to a registration form they must complete for the White Listing process. IDMoney
will then forward the address to which Ethereum (ETH) payment must be sent. The White
Listing process will begin when payment is received. When the White Listing process is
successful, IDM tokens will be sent to the address specified by the buyer (entered during the
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registration process). If the White Listing process is not passed, the ETH paid by the person
will be returned to the buyer.
When making payment in Ethereum (ETH) to purchase IDM tokens, buyers should do so
directly from a crypto wallet. Payments coming from, or made through exchange houses
will NOT be accepted. If a buyer sends payments from an exchange house, that amount will
be lost, and no IDM tokens will be received.
Payments must be sent using a crypto tokens wallet that is compatible with the IDM token.
IDM tokens are ERC-20 compatible tokens distributed on the Ethereum blockchain under
a related ERC-20 smart contract. To participate in the IDMoney presale and sale, the buyer
will need an Ethereum compatible wallet or an application to which only the buyer holds the
private keys. Private keys are required to correctly interact with smart contract functions,
like transferring cryptographic tokens.
IDMoney S.A. will conduct the official sell only at IDMoney website whose address is
IDMoney.io. If the address does not pertain to the domain IDMoney.io it is not the IDMoney
site (impostors could create similar names). Further, all IDMoney email messages will come
from the IDMoney domain, so that all address will have the form xxxx@IDMoney.io. Email
addresses that do not end with @IDMoney.io, it is NOT from IDMoney!!

27. DURING THE PRE-SALE AND SALE OF IDM TOKENS, WILL
ALL PAYMENTS MADE THROUGH CRYPTO EXCHANGE HOUSES BE
REJECTED?
IDM tokens sold during the pre-sale and sale phase will be sold directly to people and
companies, NOT through crypto token exchange houses. IDMoney S.A. will reject any
payment to buy IDM tokens from crypto token exchange houses or similar entities. If
payments to purchase IDMoney S.A. IDM tokens are send through an exchange house or
similar company, you will lose what you pay.
IDMoney S.A. will ONLY accept payments made by buyers using their crypto tokens wallet.
Additionally, the wallet must be compatible with ERC-20 tokens. Before buying do your
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research, understand the restrictions and obtain a suitable crypto tokens wallet. The more
secure, the better.

28. WHAT ETHEREUM (ETH) COMPATIBLE
RECOMMENDED WHEN BUYING IDM TOKENS?

WALLETS

ARE

IDMoney S.A. recommends the use of the following:
MetaMask (Chrome browser addon); or MyEtherWallet (no download needed).
The following wallets are known to be INCOMPATIBLE wallets. This list is not complete. Do
NOT use any of the following wallets to participate in IDMoney presale OR sale:
Any Bitcoin exchange
Any Ethereum exchange
Jaxx
Exodus
Coinbase
Poloniex
Kraken
Bitstamp
Bitfinex
Bittrex
Cex.io

29. ARE IDM TOKENS TRANSFERABLE?
The Crypto Liberty Consortium, of which IDMoney SA is part, will not be involved in any
way in the transferability of the IDM tokens. However, it is possible that IDM tokens can be
transferred on a peer-to-peer basis or in a platform operated by third parties during the sale
of IDM tokens and / or later.
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30. ARE THERE NETWORK FEES WHEN TRANSFERRING IDM
TOKENS?
Yes, IDM tokens are ERC-20 compatible tokens. Therefore transfers will be subject to
Ethereum (ETH) gas fees as with all other transactions on the Ethereum network.

31. WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON’T RECEIVE THE IDM TOKENS THAT I
BUY?
The IDM token presale and sale smart contract and the IDM tokens are provided on an “as
is” and “as available” basis without representations, warranties, promises or guarantees of
any kind made by IDMoney S.A. or the Crypto Liberty Consortium. Prior to the purchase of
IDM tokens, you should ensure that you carry out your own examination and investigation
of the risks associated with purchasing IDM tokens as set forth in the Purchase Agreement.
IDMoney S.A. will refund the ETH paid for buying the IDM tokens, only when the buyer does
not pass the White Listing process and IDMoney S.A. has not sent the IDM tokens to the
buyer. Otherwise, the purchase of IDM tokens are non-refundable, and purchases cannot be
canceled. Under no circumstances will you be entitled to receive money or any other kind of
compensation for IDM tokens purchased or for your inability to purchase IDM tokens.

32. ARE YOU GOING TO USE SOCIAL NETWORKS, SITES, AND
CHATS TO SHARE INFORMATION, ANSWER QUESTIONS AND
RECEIVE COMMENTS?
Yes. Here is a list:
Telegram: https://t.me/joinchat/GaN7y0y5vukQFDDfNHbGYA
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/11382252/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IDMoney/
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX8esaFWpTyyV-nvlyQTVJw
Medium: https://medium.com/@IDMoney
Twitter: https://twitter.com/IDMoneyHDN?lang=en
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/IDMoney
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/idmoney_social_first/
BitcoinTalk: IDMoney
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The administrators and collaborators of the IDMoney community will try to respond as
quickly as possible. It will not always be possible. However, we ask for your patience as we
work to execute our vision. Priority will be given to registered buyers. Sometimes it will be
necessary to provide general answers in response to questions, but IDMoney S.A. will do
their endeavor best to answer as clearly as possible. At IDMoney.io you can find the latest
news about the project and useful information. In addition, this document could be updated
to include new frequently asked questions.
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